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Senior Aviation Analyst 

PAI Consulting, a 100-percent woman-owned small business providing aviation and regulatory 

support to government and industry, is seeking a full-time Senior Aviation Analyst for its 

Fairfax, Virginia, office. 

 

Summary Description: 

A senior aviation analyst provides support for technical research and writing, directed aviation 

studies, and meetings; summary and analysis of comments, data review and analysis, and data 

entry and cataloguing on a collaborative basis requiring the exercise of professional judgment 

and discretion with minimal guidance, mentorship, and/or supervision.  Provides leadership, 

mentorship, and direction to other PAI employees.   A senior aviation analyst supports PAI 

contract tasks by providing expert-level aviation knowledge by performing the following duties 

and responsibilities:  

 

 Performs the duties and responsibilities on an independent basis requiring the exercise of 

professional judgment and discretion with minimal guidance, mentorship, 

and/or supervision. 

 Performs technical research and writing tasks to include researching issues and drafting 

reports, manuals, rulemaking documents, evaluation reports, records of meetings, 

white papers, and other similar documents. 

 Performs directed aviation studies, including researching historical accident and incident 

reports to identify trends and safety issues and presenting the results and findings in 

written and graphical form. 

 Provides meeting support for rulemaking committees, task forces, public meetings, and 

other similar groups, including organizing and attending meetings, documenting meeting 

decisions, providing meeting facilitation support, drafting records of meeting, tracking of 

action items, and organizing and storing meeting materials. 

 Performs summary and analysis of public comments for rulemaking and other 

Government actions. 

 Performs data review and analysis and data entry and cataloguing as necessary to support 

PAI contract tasks. 

 Performs research to accomplish all necessary tasks. 

 Performs senior review of PAI work products. 

 Shares aviation knowledge and experience with other PAI employees to support 

PAI contract tasks and acts as a subject matter expert in areas of expertise. 

 Continues to gain the knowledge required to perform tasks, including relevant aviation 

and other knowledge. 
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 Acts as a leader and mentor to other PAI employees. 

 Travels locally and long-distance, when required, to attend client meetings, conferences, 

trade shows, or other events. 

 

Qualifications: 

Required— 

 U.S. citizenship. 

 A bachelor’s degree from an accredited 4-year college or university, preferably in an 

aviation-related field, and more than 10 years of experience, or an equivalent 

combination of education and experience, in the aviation field. 

 Aviation professional certificate—such as a pilot, dispatcher, or A&P certificate—or 

equivalent aviation industry experience. 

 Research and writing skills, as well as oral and written communication skills. 

 Analytical aptitude. 

 Proficiency in using Microsoft Office products. 

 

Preferred— 

 Bachelor of Science degree. 

 At least 2 years’ experience in aviation safety data analysis. 

 Proficiency in Microsoft Access. 

 Expertise in Microsoft Excel. 

 

Qualified candidates must be detail-oriented with the ability to multitask and will be required 

to demonstrate writing ability.  Salary dependent on level of experience. 

 

Please e-mail a cover letter and résumé, including salary requirements, to Crystal Ferguson at 

CrystalFerguson@paiconsulting.com.  Résumés unaccompanied by a cover letter will not be 

considered.  No phone calls please. 

 

PAI Consulting is an Equal Opportunity Employer that will consider all qualified applicants 

regardless of race, color, religion, sex, marital status, age, disability, or national origin.  

We participate in e-Verify, have nonsmoking offices, and are a drug-free company. 


